wingo

You’re not built like your co-workers,
so why should your chair be?

sophie, manager
of a yoga centre.

mark,
advertising copywriter.

alex,
financial manager.

Despite her diminutive size,

While Mark may be of average size,

A former football player, Alex has

Sophie is a whirlwind of activity.

there’s nothing average about the

a rather impressive stature.

Fortunately, she has a knack

way he works. Mulling over ideas

But while his new profession

for maintaining a perfect

for hours on end, he’s hardly the

requires more brain than brawn,

balance between harmony

9 to 5 type! He gets lost in thought,

he continues to give 110%

and chi.

pondering new, more creative

of himself at all times.

approaches. After all, he’s only
as good as his last job!

small wingo

medium wingo

large wingo

Finally, a chair created for

Nothing average here either. This

Finally, a chair designed for people

smaller people. Designed with

hyper-comfortable chair can be

like Alex. With its wider seat and

a smaller seat, it provides

as imaginative as the one

higher back, it weighs in strongly

remarkable comfort all day

sitting in it, looking for a flash

when it comes to providing

long. Great for meditation.

of creative genius.

comfort to those with a physically
impressive build.

lilium PE33 / BK50

wingo
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moss PE30 / BK20

brandy BO07 / BK20

colorful arrangements

visualize. harmonize. customize.
Because you express your individuality in so many ways, Artopex® offers you a choice of many possible
combinations to create your wingo. Customize yours to reflect your personal tastes, and the requirements
of your environment. Select your seat color from one of 10 basic shades* and match it to one of
10 available accent colors available.

10

basic colors
100% polyester or leather

bellflower PE32

iris PE20

phlox PE35

lilium PE33

zinnia PE28

fennel PE26

helenium PE36

tan leather CM60

moss PE30

black leather CM02
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accents
stretch knit

dark silver grey BK01

silver grey BK10

shimmering black BK02

charcoal grey BK20

dark green BK03

vibrant green BK30

dark red BK04

vibrant red BK40

dark blue BK05

*Also available in Grade 1 fabrics and leather.

vibrant blue BK50
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wingo

a chair
that embodies comfort
The wingo comes in three sizes tailored to the needs of those who use
it. Its ingenious design results in a chair that conforms to the shape
of the body, providing peerless comfort through the use of lateral
supports and the Ultra-Flex® elastomere membrane, an Artopex
exclusive! Inspired by car seat technology,
the lateral reinforcements provide
additional back support.
In addition, the remarkable
flexibility of the Ultra-Flex®
technology distributes the
weight of the body evenly
over the seat’s entire surface.
Sensitive to movement,
wingo reduces tension from
head to seat, without
compromising sturdiness.

wingo
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components

backrests

low

high

medium

armrests and bases

adjustable armrests
black base

no armrests
black base

fixed armrests
polished aluminum base

mechanism
captions
gas lift height adjustment

rotation

back tilt

mechanism 21

back height adjustment

mechanism 51

multiposition back angle control

multiposition seat angle control

forward tilt

seat depth adjustment

mechanism 64

mechanism 65

synchronized seat and back tilt

mechanism 72
wingo
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